
Chicken is a protein that can be eaten alone 
or as a part of many different recipes. 
Chicken pieces can be expensive to 

purchase, and it takes planning and time to cook a 
whole chicken. Look at the unit price information 
found on the chicken packages to compare the 
price difference between whole chicken and 
chicken parts. Cutting up a whole raw chicken by 
yourself can stretch your food dollars and help 
with meal planning and preparation. By following 
the steps outlined below, you will be able to enjoy 
fresh chicken while saving time and money.  

Preparation 
Start with a clean cutting board that has a clean 
damp towel or paper towel underneath to stop the 
cutting board from sliding on your counter. Use a 
clean, sharp knife to cut the chicken. In the photos 
below, a 6-inch boning knife is used to cut the 
chicken. If you don’t have a boning knife, use a 
sharp paring knife, or fillet knife to cut the chicken.  
Before handling any food, wash your hands with 
hot, soapy water for 20 seconds, rinse well and dry 
them with a clean towel.
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Steps to Cut Up a Chicken 

Place chicken on a clean, secure cutting board with breast side up and legs towards you. 

Step 1 
Open the chicken package, discard any liquids and packaging. In some chickens you will find a bag of 
giblets which typically contains the neck, liver, and gizzard. The giblets can be cooked and used in a 
variety of different recipes. Do not wash the raw chicken because doing so can spread bacteria in your 
kitchen.

Step 2 
Loosen the skin between the leg quarters and body. Do this by massaging the skin with your fingers.  
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Step 2 continued: Cut through the skin between the thigh and body. 

Bend thigh back until the hip joint dislocates.  

Cut through the joint, separating the leg from the body. 



Step 2 continued: After removing the legs, place the chicken breast side up on the cutting board. 

Start on one side of the keel bone and follow the curve of the ribs to remove the breast meat from the body.  

Step 3 
Cut along down the middle of the breasts to expose the keel bone. 
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Step 3 continued: Pass through the wing joint where the tenderloin tendon connects to the body.  
Repeat on the other side. 

Once the breasts have been removed from both sides, the remaining carcass can be used for making 
stock or broth. 
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Step 4 
To separate the thigh and drumstick place skin side down on cutting board. Look for the line of fat 
between the leg and thigh. 

Slice along the line of fat and cut through the joint to separate. Repeat on the other leg.

Step 5 
To remove the wing, cut it away from the breast. 
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Step 5 continued: To remove the tenderloin, place the chicken breast skin side down and peel the 
tenderloin away from the breast.  

Step 6 – Optional  
To remove the skin from the chicken pieces, hold the skin in one hand and firmly hold the chicken breast 
or thigh in the other. Then pull the skin off in one piece.  
 

To remove the skin from the 
drumstick, hold the drumstick at the 
end with the most meat, and pull the 
skin toward the opposite end with 
your other hand. 
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Fully expose the bone and insert a knife under the bone to free the joint at one end.  

Hold the bone in your free hand and use the knife to scrape down the bone, releasing the meat. 

Step 7 – Optional Boneless Thighs 
To remove the bone from the thigh, place the chicken piece skin side down, and cut through the meat 
along the bone. 

Cut the thigh away from the bone to release.
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Clean-Up 
After cutting raw chicken, be sure to wash and sanitize your knives and cutting board. Wash with warm, 
soapy water, rinse and then sanitize. You may clean your plastic or glass cutting boards in the dishwasher 
or sanitize by following these steps: 

     1.  Mix a scant teaspoon of liquid chlorine bleach to a quart of water.  

     2.  Pour the bleach mixture over the cutting board and keep wet for 2 minutes. 

     3.  Rinse with water and let the cutting board air dry. 

Storing 
If not using immediately, package the freshly cut chicken using heavy duty foil, plastic wrap, or freezer 
grade resealable plastic bags that keeps oxygen out to preserve the quality.  

Be sure to press any additional air out of the package before sealing.  •

Package your chicken in the portion sizes you will use rather than all together.       •

Store your packaged chicken in the coldest and lowest part of the refrigerator (if it will be eaten in •
1-2 days) or freezer (if saving for later use) to avoid raw juices from leaking on other foods.        

Refrigerator Storage (40˚F) Freezer Storage (0˚F)

Fresh Chicken Pieces 1-2 days 9 months

Source: Foodsafety.gov. FoodKeeper App. https://www.foodsafety.gov/keep-food-safe/foodkeeper-app
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Thawing 
When you are ready to cook the chicken, thaw the amount you plan to use ahead of time in the 
refrigerator. Or if you are planning to cook the chicken immediately, use running, cold water or defrost 
the frozen chicken in the microwave using the defrost/thaw setting.  

Do not thaw poultry at room temperature.  •

If thawing in cold water, leave the chicken in the tightly closed packaging so water does not leak in. •
Change the cold water every 30 minutes. Once thawed, clean and sanitize the sink and dish used 
to thaw the chicken.       

If thawing in the microwave, follow the manufacturer’s directions and cook the chicken •
immediately after it has been defrosted. 

Cooking 
Marinating chicken adds flavor to your meal and should be done in the refrigerator and not at room 
temperature. Leftover marinade should be thrown away and not reused or added to cooked foods. 

Poultry should be cooked to an internal temperature of at least 165˚F. Using a food thermometer 
inserted into the thickest part of the chicken is the only reliable way to determine if your chicken is 
cooked appropriately and will reduce the risk of foodborne illness. Leftover cooked poultry may be 
stored in the refrigerator or freezer for later use following the guidelines below. 
 

Refrigerator Storage (40˚F) Freezer Storage (0˚F)

Cooked Poultry Dishes 3-4 days 4 months

Source: Foodsafety.gov. FoodKeeper App. https://www.foodsafety.gov/keep-food-safe/foodkeeper-app
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Storing continued: 

https://www.foodsafety.gov/keep-food-safe/foodkeeper-app
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